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Abstract
Expectations about upcoming events help humans to effectively filter out potential distractors and respond more efficiently to task-
relevant inputs. While previous work has emphasized the role of expectations about task-relevant inputs, less is known about the role
that expectations play in suppressing specific distractors. To address this question, we manipulated the probabilities of different flanker
configurations in the Eriksen flanker task. Across four studies, we found robust evidence for sensitivity to the probability of flankers,
with an approximately logarithmic relationship between the likelihood of a particular flanker configuration and the accuracy of
subjects’ responses. Subjects were also sensitive to length of runs of repeated targets, but minimally sensitive to length of runs of
repeated flankers. Two studies used chevron stimuli, and two used letters (confirming that results generalize with greater dissimilarity
between stimuli). Expanding the set of stimuli (thus reducing the dominance of any one exemplar) eliminated the effect. Our findings
suggest that expectations about distractors form in response to statistical regularities at multiple timescales, and that their effects are
strongest when stimuli are geometrically similar and subjects are able to respond to trials quickly. Unexpected distractors could disrupt
performance, most likely via a form of attentional capture. This work demonstrates how expectations can influence attention in
complex cognitive settings, and illuminates the multiple, nested factors that contribute.

Keywords Attention: Selective . Attention and executive control . Expectation

The human capacity for selective attention lets us filter rele-
vant from irrelevant sensory inputs (James, 1890), facilitating
processing of the attended stimuli (Foster, Bsales, & Awh,
2020; Payne & Sekuler, 2014). To effectively deploy atten-
tion, we rely on a wide range of cues, from spatial location
(Johnston & Pashler, 1990) to sensory modality (Keller,
Payne, & Sekuler, 2017; Keller & Sekuler, 2015; Michalka,
Kong, Rosen, Shinn-Cunningham, & Somers, 2015) to spe-
cific perceptual features (Arman, Ciaramitaro, & Boynton,
2006; Carrasco, 2011; Treue & Martínez Trujillo, 1999).
Selective attention comprises not only increased processing
of task-relevant information but also increased inhibition of
task-irrelevant, distracting sensory input (Neumann &
Deschepper, 1991; Tipper, 2001). This inhibition can also be
established proactively, in anticipation of an event that one
wishes to ignore (Aron, 2011; Braver, 2012). It is clear that
expectations about distractors can improve selective attention

(Noonan, Crittenden, Jensen, & Stokes, 2018), but the contri-
butions of different anticipatory processes that adapt to statis-
tics across different timescales are not well understood.

Here, we modified the Eriksen flanker task (B. Eriksen &
Eriksen, 1974; C. W. Eriksen & Eriksen, 1995) to address this
question. This task is a particularly useful paradigm for under-
standing selective attention in the face of conflicting inputs.
Subjects are instructed to report the identity of a central, target
element while ignoring the presence of flanking, distractor
elements. These flankers can be either congruent or incongru-
ent with the target. Despite the subject’s intention to suppress
the flankers, they partially “slip through” an attentional filter
(Schmidt & Dark, 1998; Servant & Logan, 2019), leading to
longer reaction times and lower accuracy in identifying the
target when the flankers and target are incongruent
(Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; B.
Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). This decrease in performance for
incongruent relative to congruent trials is referred to as a
“flanker congruency effect.”

Prior work on the flanker task has demonstrated that ex-
pectations frequently affect performance. Response times de-
crease and accuracy increases when a trial matches preceding
trials (sequential priming; Mayr, Awh, & Laurey, 2003), and
flanker congruency effects are smaller on trials following an
incongruent trial or when congruent trials are rare (conflict
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adaptation; Botvinick et al., 2001; Tomat, Wendt, Luna,
Michael, & Thomas, 2020). Knowledge about forthcoming
trials also reduces congruency effects (Ghinescu,
Schachtman, Ramsey, Gratton, & Fabiani, 2016; Wühr,
Frings, & Heuer, 2018) and speeds reaction times (Russeler,
Kuhlicke, & Munte, 2003). Despite the decades of literature
characterizing the flanker task, no previous studies have sys-
tematically investigated how performance in the flanker task
is influenced by flankers of various likelihoods. In this text,
the scales of statistical regularities that potential expectations
about flankers may form according to are sometimes referred
to as “timescales.” In our framing, separable effects of se-
quencing and of probability imply different timescales of the
underlying cognitive or neural learning processes. Further, we
typically refer to flankers as “distractors” when talking about
general attentional processes.

In the classic flanker task, all configurations of target and
flankers are equiprobable. While subjects may be confident
that the targets and flankers are drawn from a relatively re-
stricted set of stimuli, beyond that they can use only the spatial
positions of the target and flankers to determine which ele-
ments to attend to and which to ignore. In contrast, we directly
manipulated the probability of different flanker configurations
to test how the predictability of distracting, nontarget stimuli
influences the ability to selectively attend to a task-relevant
target (Noyce & Sekuler, 2014).

We tested two central hypotheses. First, we expected that
as a flanker configuration becomes less probable, it will be-
come harder to inhibit, leading to impaired target identifica-
tion accuracy and longer response times for incongruent trials
with “oddball” flankers. Second, we expected that subjects
would develop expectations based on both local trial-by-trial
structure, such as the number of times a given flanker config-
uration was repeated, as well as block-level differences in the
overall probability of different flanker configurations. Both of
our hypotheses were confirmed in some experimental condi-
tions, suggesting that distractor expectations can arise via mul-
tiple cognitive mechanisms, operating on different levels of
statistically driven expectation.

We conducted four experiments. In Experiment 1, we sys-
tematically varied the rarity of oddball flanker configurations
to measure performance across a wide range of probabilities.
In Experiment 2, we manipulated the trial sequence structure
to look more systematically at interactions between local and
block-level expectations. Experiment 3 was an exact replica-
tion of Experiment 2, but used letter stimuli rather than chev-
rons. Compared with chevrons, which map naturally to “left”
and “right” button presses, use of letters both reduced similar-
ity between the two stimulus elements and led to a more chal-
lenging and abstract stimulus–response mapping. Finally, in
Experiment 4, we introduced a second set of stimuli to elim-
inate a potential confound between congruency and correct
response. Together, the results from these experiments

suggest that expectations about distractors can arise according
to multiple forms of prior experience (here, we show evidence
from at least two timescales), and that the degree to which they
affect performance depends on how quickly and fluently sub-
jects are able to perform the task.

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 used chevron stimuli and tested four flanker
probability ratios ranging from 0.50/0.50 to 0.95/0.05.

Methods

All protocols of Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4 were approved by
the Institutional Review Board of Carnegie Mellon
University.

Subjects

Thirty-sevenmembers of the CarnegieMellonUniversity psy-
chology subject pool (age range 18–23 years, 28 females)
participated in this study, receiving partial course credit for
their participation. This sample size was selected a priori to
ensure we would exceed 80% power to detect medium effects
(Cohen’s d = 0.5).

All subjects reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and no known history of neurological disorders. Of the 37
participants recruited, one subject did not complete the ses-
sion, while three additional subjects’ responses did not meet
our criteria for inclusion (detailed below). All analyses pre-
sented here are from the remaining 33 subjects.

Stimuli and task

The experimental paradigm consisted of a modified flanker
task using chevron stimuli (B. Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974;
Noyce & Sekuler, 2014). Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of
events on each trial. A horizontal array of five chevrons was
presented for 50 ms. We refer to the center chevron as the
target and the two chevrons on each side as flankers. The
target chevron could be oriented to point to either the right
or left. Within a trial, the four flanking chevrons all had the
same orientation, which could either match the target
(congruent) or be in the opposite orientation (incongruent).
Subjects were instructed to respond with a key press corre-
sponding to the orientation of the center target (left or right)
after each trial presentation. Subjects were asked to respond
quickly while maintaining a high degree of accuracy. Each
trial was followed by a fixation cross, cueing subjects to re-
spond. After either a response was given or 1,200 ms passed,
the display went blank for a 500 ms intertrial interval, after
which the subsequent trial began.
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Stimuli were presented on a flat-panel display from a dis-
tance of approximately 60 cm. Each chevron subtended ap-
proximately 1.5° visual angle and the full array extended to an
eccentricity of 4.3° to the left and right of the fixation point.
Chevrons were white against a gray background.

Experimental design

The goal of this study was to measure the degree to
which subjects’ ability to correctly report the target
was affected by the probability of a given flanker con-
figuration. For each block of trials, one flanker orienta-
tion was randomly selected (either left-pointing or right-
pointing) and designated the standard orientation; the
opposite orientation was designated the oddball orienta-
tion. For instance, on one block of trials, left-pointing
flanker chevrons might be designated the standard and
occur on 75% of trials, making right-pointing flankers,
occurring on 25% of trials, the oddballs. Note that the
target orientation was equiprobably left or right, regard-
less of flanker orientation. Similarly, congruent and in-
congruent trials were equiprobable. We tested four
levels of probability of standard and oddball distractors:
0.50/0.50, 0.75/0.25, 0.90/0.10, and 0.95/0.05. For each,
subjects completed two blocks of 320 trials, making a
total of eight blocks. The order of blocks was random-
ized for each subject.

After each block, the experimental script provided feed-
back based on the accuracy of responses on those trials
(after Hajcak & Foti, 2008). If accuracy was between 75%
and 90%, the feedback was “You’re doing great!” If accuracy
was below 75%, the feedback was “Try to be more accurate.”
If accuracy was above 90%, the feedback was “Try to respond
faster.” Subjects were encouraged to take a brief rest break,
typically 5–30 seconds, between blocks.

At the beginning of the study, subjects completed a 20-trial
practice block with all stimuli equiprobable.

Analyses

We recorded reaction times and responses on each trial. For
each condition of interest, we computed each participant’s
mean accuracy and median correct response time. Plots show
group averages ofmean accuracy andmedian correct response
time; error bars are twice the repeated-measures standard error
of the mean (Cousineau, 2005). For block-level analyses, we
discarded the first 30 trials in each block to ensure that we
were looking at data collected after subjects’ knowledge about
the probabilities had stabilized. We also discarded trials with
response times faster than 200 ms from stimulus offset and
trials that timed out (no response by 1,150 ms from stimulus
offset). Subjects with fewer than 2,100 trials remaining after
this step were excluded from all analyses as described above.
Our final data set comprised 33 subjects who gave valid re-
sponses on more than 2,100 trials or approximately 90% of
trials (mean = 2,236; range: 2,107–2,290 trials). The percent-
age of excluded trials based on trial conditions was standard
congruent, 4.59%; oddball-congruent, 4.76%; standard-incon-
gruent, 4.38%; oddball-incongruent, 4.30%.

We performed post hoc analyses of serial order effects
within sequences of trials by considering the first trial after a
run of either repeated target orientations or repeated flanker
orientations.

Results

We manipulated the probability of flanker configurations in
the Eriksen flanker task. Figure 2 summarizes response accu-
racy and median correct response time. Proportion correct
showed a classic flanker congruency effect for both the stan-
dard and oddball flanker orientations, with values higher on
congruent trials than on incongruent trials. Overall, accuracy
was highest on standard-congruent trials (0.931, SD = 0.044)
and on oddball-congruent trials (0.931, SD = 0.064), next
highest on standard-incongruent trials (0.852, SD=0.059),
and lowest on oddball-incongruent trials (0.722, SD =

Fig. 1 On each trial, a horizontal array of five chevrons was presented for
50 ms. Subjects were instructed to disregard the flanking chevrons and
report the orientation of the central target. Although left and right target
orientations were equiprobable, the orientation of the flankers was
manipulated to build up different levels of predictability. In different

blocks, the standard and oddball flankers could occur with respective
probabilities 0.50 and 0.50, 0.75 and 0.25, 0.90 and 0.10, or 0.95 and
0.05. Note that either left-facing or right-facing flankers could be the
standard orientation; left-facing are illustrated here
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0.142). For oddball trials, the congruency effect increased as
oddballs become rarer, driven mostly by accuracy on the in-
congruent trials becoming worse as their incidence decreased.
A small change in the other direction occurred for standard
flankers, with the congruency effect decreasing slightly as
oddballs became rarer.

Response time showed a corresponding pattern, with sub-
jects respondingmore quickly on congruent than on incongru-
ent trials. Overall, responses were fastest on standard-
congruent trials (338 ms, SD = 41 ms) and oddball-
congruent trials (339 ms, SD = 44 ms), next fastest on
standard-incongruent trials (374ms, SD = 50ms), and slowest
on oddball-incongruent trials (408 ms, SD = 69 ms).

For each trial type (standard congruent, standard-in-
congruent, oddball-congruent, and oddball-incongruent),
two repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
tested whether flanker probability affected accuracy or
response time. For standard-congruent and oddball-
congruent trials, there was no significant effect of flank-
er probability on either accuracy, standard-congruent,
F(3, 96),=,1.157, p = .3304; oddball-congruent, F(3,
96) = .549, p = .6501, or response time, standard-con-
gruent, F(3, 96) = 0.552, p = .6477; oddball-congruent,
F(3, 96) = .162, p = .9218. For standard-incongruent
trials, there was an effect of flanker probability on ac-
curacy, F(3, 96) = 6.759, p = .0004, but not on re-
sponse time, F(3, 96) = 1.576, p = .2003, while on
oddball-incongruent trials there was a effect of flanker
probability on both accuracy, F(3, 96) = 33.643, p <
.0001, and response time, F(3, 96) = 2.847, p = .0416.

Post hoc t tests confirmed that performance on oddball-
incongruent trials was significantly different at each level of
flanker probability. Subjects were slower and less accurate for
incongruent trials with flanker probability 0.25 than on those
with flanker probability 0.50, accuracy: paired, t(32) = 3.722,
p = .0008; response time: paired t(32) = 24.452, p < .0001,
slower and less accurate on trials with flanker probability of
0.10 than on those with flanker probability 0.25, accuracy:
paired t(32) = 3.182, p = .0032; median correct response time:
paired t(32) = 15.626, p < .0001, and slower and less accurate
on trials with flanker probability 0.05 than on those with 0.10,
accuracy: paired t(32) = 2.924, p = .0063; median correct
response time: paired t(32) = 2.924, p < .0001.

Figure 3a replots accuracy on incongruent trials for all
flanker probabilities (both standard and oddball). Proportion
correct logarithmically increased with flanker probability
[pCorrect = .876 + .069 × ln(pFlanker − .031), Adj. R2 =
.504]. Response time somewhat decreased with flanker prob-
ability [RT = 424.24 – 66.74 × pFlanker, Adj. R2 = .114].
Response time was slightly better fitted by a multiparameter
exponential model, but both fits are weak enough that we do
not make a claim about the shape of the relationship. Figure 3b
shows accuracy on incongruent trials by decile of response
time (only points with response times under 600 ms
are shown) and flanker probability. For all flanker prob-
abilities, accuracy is lowest at fast response times and
increases as response time increases. This effect inter-
acts with the probability of the flanker configuration: As
oddball flankers become rarer, subjects’ responses to
them become both slower and less accurate.

Fig. 2 Accuracy and response time for all conditions. a Proportion
correct for each trial type (standard-congruent, standard-incongruent,
oddball-congruent, oddball-incongruent) by flanker probability level
(0.50/0.50, 0.75/0.25, 0.90/0.10, 0.95/0.05). b Median response time for

correct responses of each trial type by flanker probability level. Error bars
are twice the repeated-measures standard error of the mean (Cousineau,
2005). Data points are displaced along the x-axis to aid visualization
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To test the effect of local trial-by-trial structure, we looked
at accuracy on trials immediately following an extended run of
trials in which the target orientation or flanker orientation was
repeated (see Fig. 4). To improve signal-to-noise ratios when
visualizing sequences of repeated flanker orientations, we
binned together sequences of progressively longer lengths
(2, 3–7, 8–15, 16–31). Bins that did not include at least one
trial from at least 30 subjects were discarded at this step.

Runs of repeated targets led to decreased accuracy on the
subsequent trial; however, there was no consistent effect of
flanker probability (see Fig. 4a). Runs of trials with the same

flanker orientation, on the other hand, seemed to remain stable
while the effect of block-level flanker probability was pro-
nounced. Accuracy was lowest when oddballs were least like-
ly (probability 0.05) and highest when oddballs were most
likely (probability 0.50), even for identical preceding se-
quence lengths (i.e., identical local trial-by-trial structure).

We fit mixed-effects logistic models with subjects as a
random intercept to test effects of sequence length and prob-
ability level, and found that probability level was the only
significant predictor (corrected p < .0001, Holm–Bonferroni

Fig. 3 aAccuracy on incongruent trials (replotted from Fig. 2). There is a
strong logarithmic-scale relationship between flanker probability and pro-
portion correct response. b Incongruent trials binned by response time.
Proportion correct was calculated for each response time decile of each
condition (0.75 and 0.90 flanker probability data followed similar trends
and are omitted here for visualization, as are points with response time
greater than 600 ms). The dotted gray line marks chance accuracy. Error
bars are twice the repeated-measures standard error of the mean. Data
points are not displaced along the x-axes of either plot

Fig. 4 Effects of local-trial-by-trial structure. a Accuracy on the first trial
following a sequence of repeated target orientations. Data points are
displaced along the x-axis to aid visualization. b Accuracy on the first
oddball-incongruent trial following a sequence of repeated flanker orien-
tations. Sequence lengths are grouped together to improve estimation
accuracy; longer length sequences are less likely, so are therefore aver-
aged over a greater set of sequence lengths (lengths 2, 3–7, 8–15, 16–31).
The dotted gray line marks chance accuracy. Error bars are twice the
repeated-measures standard error of the mean
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corrected for six comparisons). Although sequence
length significantly predicted proportion correct when
probabili ty level was excluded from the model
(corrected p < .0001), models including probability level
were not improved by adding either sequence length or
the probability by sequence length interaction.

Similar analyses of response times did not find any signif-
icant effects. We also investigated a number of other potential
order effects, including over the course of blocks, within se-
quences of repeated flankers or targets, and across the entire
experimental session, but found no consistent effects and thus
do not report them here.

Discussion

We modified the Eriksen flanker task to investigate the effect
of probable and improbable visual distractors on selective at-
tention. Our results display the typical flanker congruency
effect, where subjects respond faster and more accurately on
congruent trials than on incongruent trials (Botvinick et al.,
2001; B. Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). We manipulated the like-
lihood of flanker configuration within experimental blocks
(left-pointing versus right-pointing) to test whether expecta-
tions about distracting stimuli influenced performance. When
confronted with incongruent trials with a rare flanker config-
uration, participants showed a clear pattern of flanker proba-
bility modulating performance (see Fig. 2). Responses on in-
congruent trials were slowest and least accurate when oddball
flankers were most unexpected (5% of trials) and improved
approximately logarithmically as flankers became more pre-
dictable (see Fig. 3a). Subjects were both slower and less
accurate on incongruent trials with less-probable distractors
(see Fig. 3b). Finally, our analysis of sequential effects after
runs of successive target or flanker identities showed that per-
formance is shaped by both block-level statistical regularities
and local repetition sequences (see Fig. 4).

Participants appear to be able to use their experience in the
task to develop attentional templates that potentially let them
more effectively inhibit expected distractors, facilitating cor-
rect responses on standard-incongruent trials as opposed to
oddball-incongruent trials. This process could explain these
results, and it is often referred to as expectation-mediated
distractor inhibition (Noonan et al., 2018; van Moorselaar,
2020). Most previous work on expectation-mediated
distractor inhibition used paradigms that explicitly cued sub-
jects to expect a distractor, or to expect a particular feature
such as location or color (Awh, Matsukura, & Serences,
2003; Chao, 2011; Ruff & Driver, 2006). Probabilistic expec-
tations about the location of distractors or distractor–target
configurations can also facilitate visual search (Goschy,
Bakos, Müller, & Zehetleitner, 2014; Leber, Gwinn, Hong,
& O’Toole, 2016; Tseng, Tzengô, & Hungô, 2011; Wang &
Theeuwes, 2018). Interestingly, althoughwe previously found

that flanker probability modulated performance in congruent
trials in addition to incongruent trials (Noyce & Sekuler,
2014), here, we see little evidence of flanker probability mod-
ulating congruent trials. This may be because our subjects
were already at ceiling, or because our experimental blocks
were slightly shorter than in our previous study.

To shed light on how local trial-by-trial structure and
block-level probabilities each affected the results, we analyzed
performance after runs of repeated target or flanker identities
(see Fig. 4). This analysis suggested that performance is
shaped by both block-level statistical regularities and local
trial-by-trial structure. Short runs of repeated targets led to
decreased accuracy on the first subsequent trial (consistent
with Ferdinand, Mecklinger, & Kray, 2008; van Moorselaar
& Slagter, 2019). Runs of repeated flankers, on the other hand,
showed a strong effect of flanker probability, with lower ac-
curacy for improbable than probable flanker orientations even
when local trial structure was identical.

The post hoc nature of this analysis meant that runs of
trials—especially long runs—did not occur frequently or con-
sistently. In our subsequent experiments, we manipulated the
trial structure to ensure that a sufficient number of long runs
occurred in all conditions for all subjects. Experiment 2 re-
prises the chevron stimuli used in Experiment 1. Experiment 3
replicates the design and structure of Experiment 2, but uses
letter stimuli rather than chevrons.

Experiments 2 and 3

Experiment 2 used chevron stimuli and tested flanker proba-
bilities of 0.50/0.50 and 0.90/0.10. The blocks of trials were
constructed to include long runs of repeated flankers.
Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2, except that the
stimuli were letters.

Methods

Subjects

Subjects were recruited from Prolific, an online participant
recruitment service (http://prolific.co). For Experiment 2, 50
subjects were recruited (ages 18–23 years, 12 females). Two
subjects’ responses did not meet our criteria for inclusion (see
Analyses). All analyses presented for Experiment 2 are from
the remaining 48 subjects.

For Experiment 3, 50 subjects were recruited online from
the Prolific participant pool (ages 18–23, 19 females). Four
subjects’ responses did not meet our criteria for inclusion. All
analyses presented for Experiment 3 are from the remaining
46 subjects. For both experiments, all subjects reported nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision.
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Sample sizes were selected a priori to ensure we would
exceed 80% power to detect medium effects (Cohen’s d =
0.5), even with potentially high rates of unusable data.

Stimuli and task

All experiment presentation and data collection occurred
online using Gorilla (Anwyl-Irvine, 2020; http://gorilla.
sc). Subjects reported using a desktop or laptop computer
and web browser to complete the task. Figure 1a illustrates
the sequence of events on a single trial.

Experiment 2 The task and stimuli were very similar to
those of Experiment 1. Black chevrons were displayed
on a white background for 50 ms, and subjects were
instructed to report the orientation of the target chevron
(see Fig. 1b). Subjects had 1,950 ms from stimulus
offset in which to make their response, followed by a
700-ms intertrial interval.

Experiment 3 All experimental timing was identical to
Experiment 2. The target and flankers were letters (displayed
in black on a white background), with the same structure of
one target and four identical flankers. As the letters were “C”
and “H,” the four stimulus configurations were HHHHH,
CCCCC, HHCHH, and CCHCC. Subjects were instructed to
press a left key when the target was a “C” and a right key when
the target was an “H”. Figure 5 shows the trial structure and
stimuli used in Experiments 2 and 3.

Experimental design

The experimental structure was the same for both Experiments
2 and 3. As in Experiment 1, we varied the probability of
different flanker configurations by balancing across subjects
the set that was standard and the set that was oddball. We
tested two levels of probability of standard and oddball
distractors: 0.50/0.50 and 0.90/0.10.

Subjects first completed at least 40 practice trials in
which all stimuli were equiprobable. They then complet-
ed five experimental blocks of 0.50/0.50 flanker proba-
bility, followed by five experimental blocks of 0.90/0.10
flanker probability (with the same stimulus designated
as the standard in each). Each block contained 100 tri-
als. Subjects were encouraged to take short breaks in
between blocks. The flanker configuration selected as
standard was balanced across subjects. Left-response
and right-response target stimuli were equiprobable.
Blocks of trials were pregenerated (using Python scripts)
to control the number and length of standard trial se-
quences preceding oddball-incongruent trials. In each
block, at least one instance each of five different stan-
dard trial sequences (lengths: 2, 4, 7, 11, and 16) pre-
ceded an oddball-incongruent trial. Pregenerated blocks
of trials were randomized across subjects.

Analyses

We recorded reaction times and responses on each trial.
Measures are computed as in Experiment 1. We discarded

Fig. 5 Trial structure and stimuli for Experiments 2 and 3. aOn each trial, a 700-ms intertrial interval was followed by a 50-ms flankers display and up to
1,950 ms for subjects to make a response. b Chevron stimuli used in Experiment 2. c Letter stimuli used in Experiment 3
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trials with response times below 200 ms from stimulus offset
and trials that timed out (no response by 1,950 ms from stim-
ulus offset). Subjects with fewer than 85% of trials remaining
after this step were excluded from all analyses.

For Experiment 2, our final data set comprised 48 subjects
who gave valid responses onmore than 850 of 1,000 trials (mean
= 983 trials, range: 899–1,000). The percentage of excluded trials
based on trial conditions was standard-congruent, 1.98%; odd-
ball-congruent, 2.09%; standard-incongruent, 1.84%; oddball-in-
congruent, 2.14%. For Experiment 3, our final data set comprised
46 subjects who gave valid responses on more than 850 of 1,000
trials (mean = 981 trials, range: 888–1,000). The percentage of
excluded trials based on trial conditions was standard-congruent,
1.58%; oddball-congruent, 1.97%; standard-incongruent, 2.32%;
oddball-incongruent, 1.73%.

Results

We modified Experiment 1 by explicitly generating runs of
standard trials preceding oddball-incongruent trials. Our goals
were to collect more reliable data about sequence lengths and
block-level probability, and to assess whether these results
were dependent on the details of the stimuli used.
Figure 6 summarizes response accuracy and median correct
response time for Experiments 2 and 3.

Experiment 2 In both Experiment 2 and Experiment 3, we
observed a flanker congruency effect, which was largest for
oddball trials in the 0.90/0.10 condition. Accuracy was
highest on oddball-congruent trials (0.979, SD = 0.018 ms)
and on standard-congruent trials (0.971, SD = 0.016), next

Fig. 6 Accuracy and correct response time for all conditions, by flanker
probability level. a Experiment 2 (chevrons) proportion correct for each
trial type. b Experiment 3 (letters) proportion correct for each trial type. c

Experiment 2 (chevrons) correct response time for each trial type. d
Experiment 3 (letters) correct response time. Error bars are twice the
repeated-measures standard error of the mean
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highest on standard-incongruent trials (0.888, SD = 0.051),
and lowest on oddball-incongruent trials (0.775, SD =
0.084). Similarly, responses were fastest on oddball-
congruent trials (340 ms, SD = 20 ms) and standard-
congruent trials (340 ms, SD = 21 ms), next fastest on
standard-incongruent trials (386ms, SD = 24ms), and slowest
on oddball-incongruent trials (418 ms, SD = 31 ms).

Performance on 0.50/0.50 incongruent trials was significantly
different from performance on 0.90/0.10 incongruent trials.
Subjects were significantly slower and less accurate on oddball-
incongruent trials (flanker probability 0.10) than on incongruent
trials with flanker probability 0.50, accuracy: paired t(47) =
8.323, p < .0001; response time: paired t(47) = 2.024, p =
.0488. Subjects were faster and more accurate on standard-
incongruent trials (flanker probability 0.10) than on incongruent
trials with flanker probability 0.50, accuracy: paired t(47) =
2.279, p = .0273; response time: paired t(47) = 4.069, p = .0002.

Experiment 3 Again, accuracy was highest on standard-
congruent trials (0.964, SD = 0.021) and on oddball-congruent
trials (0.957, SD=0.033 ms), next highest on standard-
incongruent trials (0.923, SD = 0.036), and lowest on oddball-
incongruent trials (0.855, SD = 0.064). Subjects responded more
quickly on congruent than on incongruent trials. Overall, re-
sponses were fastest on standard-congruent trials (392 ms, SD
= 39 ms) and oddball-congruent trials (397 ms, SD = 41 ms),
next fastest on standard-incongruent trials (424 ms, SD = 41ms),
and slowest on oddball-incongruent trials (450 ms, SD = 45 ms).

Accuracy on 0.50/0.50 incongruent trials was significantly
different from accuracy on 0.90/0.10 incongruent trials.
Subjects were significantly less accurate (but not significantly
slower) on oddball-incongruent trials (flanker probability

0.10) than on trials with flanker probability 0.50, accuracy:
paired t(45) = 7.043, p < .0001; response time: paired t(45)
= 0.371, p = .7121. Subjects were faster but not significantly
more accurate on standard-incongruent trials with flanker
probability 0.90 than on those with flanker probability 0.50,
accuracy: paired t(45) = 0.879, p = .3839; response time:
paired t(45) = 2.948, p = .0051.

In general, response times in Experiment 3 (with letter
stimuli) are 25–50-ms greater than those with in Experiment
2 (chevron stimuli). In both experiments, response times on
the 0.90/0.10 trials is approximately 5–20-ms faster than on
the 0.50/0.50 trials (most evident in congruent trials); this is
likely due to order effects across the experiment.

Runs of standard trials In both Experiments 2 and 3, runs of
standard trials followed by an oddball-incongruent trial were
explicitly generated. Figure 7 summarizes the relationship be-
tween standard trial sequence length and block-level flanker
probability using stimuli from Experiment 2 and Experiment
3. In both experiments, subjects respond correctly to the
oddball-incongruent trial more frequently in blocks with
0.50/0.50 flanker probabilities than in blocks with 0.90/0.10
flanker probabilities, although the effect is larger in
Experiment 2 (chevrons). At long runs (16 preceding trials),
the proportion correct in 0.50/0.50 blocks decreases to a rate
similar to that of 0.90/0.10 blocks.

We fit mixed-effects logistic models with subjects as a
random intercept to test for effects of sequence length and
probability level. For Experiment 2 (chevrons), sequence
length, flanker probability, and the interaction between them,
all contributed significantly to accuracy (corrected p < .05 at
each model-fitting step; Holm–Bonferroni corrected for six

Fig. 7 Accuracy on oddball-incongruent trials following runs of standard
trials. a Data from Experiment 2 (chevron stimuli). b Data from
Experiment 3 (letter stimuli). Error bars are twice the repeated-measures

standard error of the mean. Significant differences between 0.50/0.50 and
0.90/0.10 probability levels are denoted with *p < .05; ***p < .001
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comparisons). For Experiment 3 (letters), only flanker proba-
bility contributed significantly (corrected p < .0001).

Discussion

In Experiments 2 and 3, we generated sequences of trials that
included long runs of standard flanker orientations followed
by an oddball-incongruent trial. This allowed us to more fairly
estimate the effects of a sequence of preceding trials. In
Experiment 2, which used chevron stimuli, both sequence
length and oddball probability significantly influenced accu-
racy. In Experiment 3, which used letter stimuli, only oddball
probability contributed significantly. In both experiments, we
again observed a flanker congruency effect that was modulat-
ed by flanker probability.

Because Experiments 2 and 3 had identical structure and
differed only in their stimuli, we were able to directly assess
effects of chevrons versus letters. Two potential differences
between the stimuli could contribute to our results. Left-facing
and right-facing chevrons are more geometrically similar to
one another than are the letters “C” and “H,” and thus may be
more difficult to attentionally segregate in a crowded display.
On the other hand, chevrons are naturally directional, and map
intuitively to the left and right key presses; remembering that
“C” and “H” map to left and right key presses, respectively,
requires a more abstract mapping from symbol to response
and is thus more demanding.

We observed that response times in Experiment 3 were gen-
erally higher than those in Experiment 2 (see Fig. 6c–d), although
in the critical 0.90/0.10 oddball-incongruent condition, there was
no significant difference between the two experiments. Accuracy
in most conditions was similar between the two experiments,
except for the 0.90/0.10 oddball-incongruent condition, which
had significantly lower accuracy on Experiment 2 than on
Experiment 3 (see Fig 6a–b). These results suggest that in
Experiment 3, subjects took more time to map target letters to
key-press responses, and that their performance was less
disrupted by unexpected configurations. This could be due to
either the pattern of slower, more effortful and less automatic
responses (which may disrupt expectation formation) or to the
geometric dissimilarity between “C” and “H” (whichmay reduce
the degree to which oddball flankers are able to interfere with
target selection, due to better perceptual segregation between
target and flankers). One interesting question for future investi-
gations will be further separating these aspects.

The principal motivation for Experiments 2 and 3 was to
look more closely at the effects of local-scale serial order and
block-level flanker probability to understand the dynamics of
performance modulation by distractor probability. Our results
are consistent with those of Experiment 1: The experimental
structure over multiple scales can affect performance. For both
chevron and letter stimuli, we observed that accuracy on
oddball-incongruent trials was greater in 0.90/0.10 flanker

probability blocks than in 0.50/0.50 blocks, confirming an
effect of block-level statistical structure. Sequence length sig-
nificantly contributed to lower accuracy for chevron stimuli,
but not for letter stimuli, suggesting that subjects are sensitive
to local trial-by-trial structure but only under some conditions.
The degree of automaticity of subjects’ responses may be a
key difference between Experiments 2 and 3 (Cohen, Servan-
Schreiber, & Mcclelland, 1992).

Finally, we note that at the longest sequence length tested,
16 preceding trials, accuracy in 0.50/0.50 blocks decreased to
approximately match that in 0.90/0.10 blocks. These data sug-
gest that even when local trial-by-trial structure is not contrib-
uting measurably to short-term expectations, these longer se-
quences may start to activate a form of learning or expectation
closely related to that for block-level statistics.

One potential confound in these first three experiments is that
congruency and target identity covary. A 0.90/0.10 block of trials
will have 45 standard-congruent trials and only 5 oddball-
congruent trials. A subject using a strategy of reporting congru-
ency rather than target identity would thus be able to perform
quite well. We designed Experiment 4 to assess whether our
results would replicate in the presence of a more complex stim-
ulus set that controlled for this potential confound.

Experiment 4

Experiment 4 expanded the stimulus set to include eight rather
than four stimulus configurations. This allowed us to control
the relationship between trial congruency and correct response
which was confounded in other experiments.

Methods

Experiment 4 used methods identical to those of Experiments
2 and 3, except as noted below.

Subjects

Fifty-four subjects were recruited from Prolific (ages 18–23
years, 18 females). All subjects reported normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. Six subjects’ responses did not meet our
criteria for inclusion; all analyses presented here are from
the remaining 48 subjects.

Stimuli and task

The events and timing within each trial was identical to that of
Experiments 2 and 3. The stimuli were made up of the letters
“C,” “H,” “S,” and “K.” Subjects were instructed to make a left
key press when the target was “C” or “S” and a right key press
when the target was “H” or “K.”Each target was presented with
four flanking letters, producing either congruent (CCCCC,
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HHHHH, SSSSS, KKKKK) or response-incongruent
(HHCHH, CCHCC, KKSKK, SSKSS) s t imu l i .
Figure 8 shows the trial structure and stimuli used in
Experiment 4.

Experimental design

We grouped the stimuli such that “H” flankers were paired
with “S” flankers (HHHHH, HHCHH, SSSSS, SSKSS) and
“C” flankers were paired with “K” flankers (CCCCC,
CCHCC, KKKKK, KKSKK). One group was randomly se-
lected as the standard flankers for each subject and the other
was the oddball (counterbalanced across subjects). Within
each group, its four stimuli occurred equiprobably. Note that
within each group, there was one congruent stimulus for
which the correct response was a left key press and one for
which the correct response was a right key press. Thus, not
only were left and right responses equiprobable, but they were
equiprobable within a congruency context.

We tested two levels of probability of standard and oddball
distractors: 0.50/0.50 and 0.90/0.10. In the 0.50/0.50 condi-
tion, each flanker configuration occurred with probability
0.25. In the 0.90/0.10 condition, standard flankers occurred
with probability 0.45 and oddball flankers occurred with prob-
ability 0.05. By controlling the relationship between target
identity and congruency, we halved the frequency with which
any flanker configuration occurred.

Instructions and practice trials were identical to those in
Experiments 2 and 3. Following this, subjects completed 140
trials in the 0.50/0.50 probability condition (of which we

analyzed the final 80 trials, to give subjects ample opportunity
to acclimate to the task), followed by four experimental blocks
of 0.90/0.10 probability each with 80 trials. The standard and
oddball stimuli groupswere held constant across the four blocks.

Analyses

Data processing and analyseswere generally identical to those on
Experiments 2 and 3, with identical trial exclusion criteria. Our
final data set comprised 48 subjects who gave valid responses on
more than 340 of 400 trials (mean = 392 trials, range: 346–400).
The percentage of excluded trials based on trial conditions was
standard congruent, 2.20%; oddball-congruent, 1.85%; standard-
incongruent, 1.91%; oddball-incongruent, 2.20%.

Results

We modified Experiment 1 by using two sets of letter stimuli
and two standard to oddball flanker probability ratios: 0.50/
0.50 and 0.90/0.10. Figure 9 summarizes response accuracy
and median response times on correct trials.

Overall, accuracy was highest on standard-congruent trials
(0.936, SD = 0.045), next highest on oddball-congruent trials
(0.926, SD = 0.064 ms), third highest on standard-incongruent
trials (0.909, SD = 0.067), and lowest on oddball-incongruent
trials (0.898, SD = 0.066). Subjects also responded more
quickly on congruent than on incongruent trials. Overall,
responses were fastest on standard-congruent trials (472
ms, SD = 114 ms), next fastest on oddball-congruent trials
(478 ms, SD = 106 ms), followed by standard-incongruent

Fig. 8 Trial structure and stimuli where (a) shows the flow of screens
presented during each trial and (b) shows the stimuli used. The upper and
lower quadrants of (b) show stimuli with flankers corresponding to
respective “right” and “left” directions, and the left and right quadrants
respectively show congruent and incongruent stimuli. Left and right
target orientations were equiprobable. Stimuli on either the top or

bottom of each quadrant were equiprobably standard or oddball, to
balance target identity with congruency. For example, if HHHHH,
HHCHH, SSSSS, and SSKSS were standard configurations, then
oddball configurations would be KKKKK, KKSKK, CCCCC, and
CCHCC. Standard and oddball flankers occurred with respective
probabilities 0.50 and 0.50, or 0.90 and 0.10
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trials (484 ms, SD = 96 ms), and oddball-incongruent
trials (503 ms, SD = 117 ms). Across the board, response
times for 0.90/0.10 blocks were approximately 25–35 ms
faster than response times for the 0.50/0.50 block, again
likely due to block order effects.

Oddball-incongruent response times were significantly
faster on 0.90/0.10 blocks than on 0.50/0.50 blocks, paired
t(47) = 2.361, p = .0224, but there was no difference in pro-
portion correct, paired t(47) = .032, p = .9749. Similarly, stan-
dard incongruent response times were significantly faster on
0.90/0.10 blocks than on 0.50/0.50 blocks, paired t(47) =
3.283, p = .0019, but there was no significant difference in
proportion correct, paired t(47) = 1.078, p = 0.2867. Further,
there was no significant difference between response times of
standard incongruent and oddball-incongruent trials in 0.50/
0.50 blocks, paired t(47) = 1.778, p= .0819. Finally, we con-
firmed that there were no consistent accuracy or response time
differences between configurations within the same condition
(e.g., CCHCC and KKSKK, or HHHHH and SSSSS), and
thus do not report them here.

Discussion

In Experiment 4, we used two sets of letter stimuli to avoid a
confound in our previous studies, for which stimulus congru-
ency was predictive of target response. Indeed, the striking
difference in performance between 0.50/0.50 and 0.90/0.10
oddball-incongruent trials was no longer observed. As in our
earlier experiments, responses to congruent trials were faster
and slightly more accurate than those to incongruent trials (see
Fig. 9a). Response times were markedly longer on 0.50/0.50

trials than 0.90/0.10 trials (see Fig. 9b), and noticeably longer
than in the previous experiments (see Figs. 2b–c, and 6d).
There was no evidence of the oddball-incongruency effect that
we observed in other studies.

We think at least three factors contributed to the pattern of
results in this experiment. First, doubling the stimuli set size
required subjects to learn a more complex target–response
mapping, making the task more challenging and possibly re-
quiring subjects to use a thoughtful, deliberate mode of re-
sponse rather than a more automatic one. The slower response
times are consistent with this account, as are the differences in
response time between 0.50/0.50 and 0.90/0.10 blocks. As
subjects slow down to cope with the complexity of the
target-to-key-press mapping, attentional selection processes
have more time to correctly segregate the target stimulus from
the surrounding clutter. The quite-small congruency effects
observed in this experiment are consistent with this account.

Second, doubling the stimuli set halved the frequency with
which each configuration occurred. standard trials on 0.90/0.10
blocks are now approximately as probable as on 0.50/0.50
blocks in the earlier studies. This increase in stimulus exemplars
and decrease in stimulus frequency may have prevented the
formation of expectations powerful enough to significantly af-
fect responses (as in a resource model; Bays & Husain, 2008;
Joseph, Teki, Kumar, Husain, & Griffiths, 2016; Luck &
Vogel, 2013). Consistent with our findings, past work has also
found that larger sets of stimuli lead to reduced congruency
effects in the flanker task (Blais & Verguts, 2012).

Finally, it is possible that the effects seen in the first three
studies are entirely due to the relationship between congruency
and target identity. It may be that rather than attentionally

Fig. 9 Accuracy and response time for all conditions. a Proportion
correct for each trial type by flanker probability level. b Median
response time for correct responses. Each condition includes data from

two different configurations for each flanker probability level. Error bars
are twice the repeated-measures standard error of the mean
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selecting the target, subjects are learning a response contingent
to the entire configuration. Here, we tested one experimental
design that found no oddball-incongruent effect when congru-
ency and correct response were balanced; however, we suspect
that the increased difficulty of this task variant makes it quali-
tatively different from the classic chevrons task. Next steps
toward disentangling these aspects might include a design with
two sets of intrinsically directional stimuli, or with targets
drawn from a wider set of stimuli than flankers.

General Discussion

The aim of these experiments was to understand how people
form expectations according to the probability of specific vi-
sual distractors. We manipulated the relative probabilities of
distractor elements within the Eriksen flanker task and mea-
sured the effects of both global (block-level) statistical struc-
ture and local (trial-by-trial) patterns. We observed a
logarithmic-scale relationship between flanker probability
and accuracy (see Fig. 3). Local trial-by-trial structure and
block-level statistics both affected performance (see Figs. 2,
4, 6, and 7). Both chevron and letter stimuli elicited similar
patterns of results, with the effects of both globally derived and
locally derived expectations decreasing in the latter case (see
Fig. 6), Finally, we found that when we doubled the number of
stimuli, which both increased task difficulty and decreased the
strength of expectations, these effects vanished (see Fig. 9).
Taken as a whole, our results provide evidence that expecta-
tions, formed via statistical patterns among to-be-ignored as-
pects of the stimuli, facilitate performance in the flanker task.

Expectations, even implicit ones, about forthcoming events
or sensory inputs strongly shape behavior (Schultz, Dayan, &
Montague, 1997; Summerfield & Egner, 2009), and can devel-
op, persist, and transform over multiple time scales (Meyer &
Bucci, 2016; Noonan et al., 2018). People are biased to perceive
stimuli that are more likely in a given setting, at levels from
simple features to complex interrelationships (Bar, 2009;
Biederman, 1981; Chalk, Seitz, & Seriès, 2010; Greene,
2013; Slevc & Okada, 2015). Expectation also facilitates atten-
tion and reduces the effects of conflict (Bugg & Smallwood,
2016; Nöstl, Marsh, & Sörqvist, 2012). Expectation-mediated
distractor inhibition, one mechanism that may underly our re-
sults, facilitates target selection and appropriate responses (Awh
et al., 2003; Chao, 2011; Noonan et al., 2018; Ruff & Driver,
2006; van Moorselaar & Slagter, 2019).

There are several processes by which oddball-incongruent
flankers could disrupt performance on this task. Unexpected
or poorly predicted events reliably capture attention (Wills,
Lavric, Croft, & Hodgson, 2007) even in a to-be-ignored lo-
cation or sensory modality (Nöstl et al., 2012; Parmentier,
Elford, Escera, & Andre, 2008). An unexpected flanker con-
figuration may “reset” an attentional spotlight to encompass

the entire display, leading to response errors (White, Ratcliff,
& Starns, 2011). Congruency effects may also be explained by
the activation of conflicting response schemas, which requires
that the subject must resolve the conflict to generate an appro-
priate response (Botvinick et al., 2001; Gratton, Coles, &
Donchin, 1992; Sanders & Lamers, 2002). Expectation-
mediated inhibition of probable flankers would facilitate per-
formance under either of these accounts.

Several possible alternative explanations for our results can
be ruled out. The performance deficit in the presence of low-
probability flankers cannot be explained by subjects’ potential
anticipation of motor responses or target orientations (as in
Mayr et al., 2003; Wendt & Luna-Rodriguez, 2009). Within
each block, regardless of flanker probability structure, the tar-
get orientations were left-pointing and right-pointing on ex-
actly half of trials. Similarly, the observed effects cannot be
attributed to increased cognitive control following incongru-
ent trials (Bugg, Diede, Cohen-Shikora, & Selmeczy, 2015;
Gratton et al., 1992), because congruent and incongruent con-
figurations also each occurred on exactly half of trials.
However, repeated distractors can modulate flanker congru-
ency effects (Davelaar, 2013), and the likelihood of repeated
distractors varies with flanker probability. Subjects’ expecta-
tions about distractors may thus manifest in part as general
adjustments in cognitive control.

We have described conceptually this task as one in which
subjects must discriminate targets from flankers within a
cluttered display. It is possible that subjects are, instead, learn-
ing to represent the stimulus displays as gestalt configurations
and responding by identifying each possible configuration.
That is, subjects may have learned than congruent patterns
are usually associated with a left (or right) key press, and
incongruent patterns with the other. To balance flanker iden-
tity and target identity in Experiments 1, 2, and 3, our design
confounded congruency and correct response; in Experiment
4, when congruency and response were balanced, we did not
see an oddball-incongruent effect. However, we believe the
gestalt configuration account is inadequate to explain several
aspects of our findings. First, if congruency-response associ-
ations formed as a result of learning configuration-target pat-
terns, we would expect to see at least some decrease in accu-
racy on oddball-congruent trials as they become rarer.
However, in Experiments 1–3, we only see a decrease on
oddball-incongruent trials (Figs. 2, and 6), suggesting that this
specific configuration, and not the oddball-congruent config-
uration, is difficult. Further, in Experiments 2 and 3, we ob-
served that the oddball-incongruent effect was smaller for let-
ter stimuli than for chevron stimuli. Again, this suggests that
specific stimulus configurations are challenging, and that the
difficulty of a specific configuration depends on the geometric
dissimilarity between targets and flankers—which is compati-
ble with the target selection account. Finally, the results of
Experiment 4 alone are not sufficient to firmly conclude a role
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for congruency–response associations; there are several alterna-
tives that we cannot yet rule out. It is possible that multiple
cognitive mechanisms contributed to our results, such that there
would be a benefit from further investigations focused on de-
finitively showing the underlying mechanism(s).

Expectation-mediated distractor inhibition depends, of
course, on a form of distractor learning. A primary aim of
our study was to shed light on the timescales over which
expectations develop. We found that expectations are shaped
by local sequences of trials and block-level statistical struc-
ture. In Experiment 2, the length of a preceding run of stan-
dard flankers was a significant predictor of performance on a
subsequence oddball-incongruent trial. Similarly, in a visual
search task, expectations change rapidly in response to an
unexpected distractor; when a distractor repeats, the rate of
learning slows (van Moorselaar & Slagter, 2019). This sug-
gests that potential expectations about distractors can be con-
tinuously adjusted in response to recent events. The fluidity of
expectations is conceptually compatible with numerous pro-
posed mechanisms of stimuli representation, such as
multiscale associative learning (Blais & Verguts, 2012;
Colzato, Raffone, & Hommel, 2006; Davelaar, 2013) or
biases in perception (Noonan et al., 2018).

Our results extend these findings by examining the effects
of statistical regularities at different scales, both trial-by-trial
structure and block-level probabilities. On Experiments 1 and
2, which used chevron stimuli, we found an interaction be-
tween block-level statistical structure and local runs of repeat-
ed flankers. We did not find a corresponding interaction on
Experiment 3, which used letter stimuli. The increased re-
sponse times in Experiment 3 likely reflect more demanding
mapping from stimulus to response, which in turn may hinder
the formation or reduce the effects of distractor expectations.
We suspect that the automaticity of responses to chevron stim-
uli facilitates both the development of these expectations and
subjects’ reliance on them to perform the task quickly and
accurately. Informal debriefing of subjects led to many reports
of response errors even as they recognized the correct re-
sponse. The increased response times in Experiment 3 suggest
that automaticity may play a smaller role than in Experiment
2, and could explain the smaller oddball-incongruency effect.
In Experiment 4, the lack of an oddball-incongruency effect
and the increase in response times also supports the notion that
automaticity plays a role in expectation-mediated flanker task
performance. In Experiment 1, we also found that runs of
repeated targets decreased accuracy more than did runs of
repeated flankers, consistent with an established result that
sequence effects are strongest for attended features (Blais &
Verguts, 2012; Gratton et al., 1992).

Some of the most interesting prior work on distractor learn-
ing has looked at time courses much longer than those in our
experiment. Distractor learning in a texture discrimination
task developed over the course of days (Karni & Sagi,

1991); another study observed dissociations between learning
on different time scales (i.e., days vs. sessions; see Dantec,
Melton, & Seitz, 2012; see Fine & Jacobs, 2002, for a
thorough review of perceptual learning). These results suggest
that different aspects of learning and expectation forming may
occur at different timescales. In the current work, subjects
were able to develop expectations quickly and implicitly
(when asked an open-ended question about trends in trial
structure, some subjects recognized repetitions of trials,
though none could identify specific trends in distractor prob-
ability), suggesting that they developed implicit expectations,
similar to what occurs in other forms of contextual learning.
Relevant recent work studying attention and inhibition in the
flanker task trained subjects to inhibit distractors or better
discriminate targets, finding that inhibition training resulted
in greater improvements in performance (Melara, Singh,
Hien, Russo, &Maier, 2018). While our results were obtained
over timescales too small to be comparable, an intriguing av-
enue of research could build on our findings to elucidate the
relationship between probabilistically driven distractor learn-
ing across a wide range of timescales.

Our experiments and results emphasize how expectations
influence attentional selection in the presence of stimulus and
response conflict. We found that flanker expectations form in
response to statistical regularities across multiple timescales,
and that their effects are strongest when stimuli are geometri-
cally similar and subjects are able to respond to trials quickly.
Improbable distractors disrupt performance, most likely via a
form of attentional capture. This work expands our under-
standing of the role that expectations can play in complex
cognitive settings, and illuminates the multiple, nested factors
that can shape such expectations.
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